Let τ be a point in the upper half-plane such that the elliptic curve corresponding to τ can be defined over Q, and let f be a modular form on the full modular group with rational Fourier coefficients. By applying the Ramanujan differential operator D to f , we obtain a family of modular forms D l f . In this paper we study the behavior of D l (f )(τ ) modulo the powers of a prime p > 3. We show that for p ≡ 1 mod 3 the quantities D l (f )(τ ), suitably normalized, satisfy Kummer-type congruences, and that for p ≡ 2 mod 3 the p-adic valuations of D l (f )(τ ) grow arbitrarily large. We prove these congruences by making a connection with a certain elliptic curve whose reduction modulo p is ordinary if p ≡ 1 mod 3 and supersingular otherwise.
Introduction
The holomorphic differential operator D (see below for the precise definition), which acts on the ring of modular forms of level 1, was introduced by Ramanujan [Ram16] , and has appeared since then in numerous research papers in different connections (see e.g. [BKO04] as the most recent reference). One finds in [Kat73, Appendix 1] a conceptual geometric interpretation of this operator in the framework of the action of the Gauss-Manin connection on the symmetric powers of the first de Rham cohomology of an elliptic curve over a smooth scheme. This operator also plays an important role in the p-adic theory of modular forms developed by Serre and Swinnerton-Dyer [Ser73a, Ser73b] .
In this paper we consider the following question. Let f be a modular form with respect to the full modular group of even integer weight k. If we apply the differentiation D to f repeatedly, we obtain a sequence of modular forms D l (f ) with l 0. Assume now that f has rational Fourier coefficients. Therefore, all D l (f ) may be written as isobaric polynomials in Q and R (see § 1 below for the notation). The weights of Q and R are 4 and 6 respectively, and the weight of D l (f ) is k + 2l. Pick a point τ on the complex upper half-plane such that the corresponding elliptic curve is defined over Q. In other words, there is a non-zero S = S(τ ) such that the numbers
are rationals. One actually can find τ on the upper half-plane and S(τ ) ∈ C * such that these two numbers become any prescribed pair of rationals. Now ask about p-adic properties of the rational numbers
Fix once and for all a prime p > 3, and put Z = Z (p) . Assume that Q, R ∈ Z, and at least one of these numbers is not divisible by p in Z. There exists M ∈ Z such that b Mf (n) = Mb f (n) ∈ Z P. Guerzhoy for any n 0. Thus we can and will assume that b f (n) ∈ Z. Numerical experiments show that the p-adic properties in question depend crucially on the residue of p mod 3. This research was undertaken to explain this phenomenon.
We need some more notation to formulate our result. Put
where q = exp(2πiτ ). Note that δ depends on τ in a complicated way, because the choice of S depends on τ . There is a certain freedom in this choice: we only assume that Q and R are rationals and one of them is a p-unit. This defines S only up to multiplication by a p-unit. On the other hand, a choice of S only exists for those τ that correspond to elliptic curves defined over the rationals. Let c be any integer such that 
Note that if p ≡ 2 mod 3 or if δ(τ ) is divisible by p one can take c = 0, and the congruences degenerate to
Otherwise the situation is quite different. For example, put r = 1 in Theorem 1 and obtain modulo p periodicity for the numbers b f (l):
with a certain p-unit c. This is an interesting phenomenon to observe in numerical experiments. The proof of Theorem 1 splits into several parts. First, we apply the differential operator D to the modular form Q repeatedly, and construct a generating function X (see (4) below) out of the modular forms D l (Q). We calculate this function explicitly in terms of the Weierstraß ℘-function in Theorem 2. The generating function depends on two variables: in terms of the ℘-function these are a lattice and a point in the complex plane modulo the lattice. An amusing separation of variables phenomenon takes place at this moment: all the lattices that may appear for different finite values of τ correspond to the same elliptic curve over C, namely, to the one whose j-invariant is zero.
The consideration of the degenerate case τ = i∞ yields Proposition 2, which allows us to reduce the proof of Theorem 1 for an arbitrary modular form f to the special case f = Q.
An application of the addition formula for the Weierstraß ℘-function allows us to consider X as a function on the formal group associated to the elliptic curve (9); moreover, the normalized invariant differentiation on this formal group coincides with the differentiation d/dt. This is proved in Proposition 3 and the remarks following it.
The Kummer-type congruences claimed in Theorem 1 follow in this situation from the works of Carlitz [Car41, Car49] and Snyder [Sny93, Sny85] ; we formulate the exact statement that we need as Proposition 4.
We conclude the proof of Theorem 1 with the calculation of c mod p as in (1). This quantity evidently governs the congruences, and is governed by the mod p reduction of the elliptic curve (9).
Ramanujan differential operator
In particular, the cases when c is divisible and not divisible by p correspond to the cases when the Hasse invariant of (9) is 0 and 1 respectively. Although this is a short calculation, it uses the beautiful connection between the formal group of an elliptic curve and its L-series, found by Honda, the Atkin and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture which was proved on the basis of this connection, and an elegant elementary method of computation of the Hasse invariant invented by Manin [Man61].
In the last section of this paper we make a few remarks concerning the connection between our results and the congruence properties of Bernoulli-Hurwitz numbers.
Calculation of a generating function for the differential operator
For the particular Eisenstein series of low weights we use the classical notation of Ramanujan:
The holomorphic function P is not actually an Eisenstein series, and not even a modular form.
The differential operator 1 2πi
does. Its action on Q and R is given by
We remark that our definition of D differs from the usual one [Lan76, ch. X] by the factor of −6. Consider the generating function
We are going to calculate this function.
Denote by ℘(z, L) the Weierstraß ℘-function. Consider the lattice in the complex plane generated by 1 and ρ = e πi/3 = (1+ √ −3)/2. For any complex number α = 0 consider the lattice
does not depend on z. It is known that
but we do not need this precise value; we will use only the fact that g 3 ( ρ, 1 ) = 0. For any τ in the complex upper half-plane choose α such that
and find a complex number a = a(τ ) that satisfies
Theorem 2. The following holds:
L).
To prove this theorem we need the following lemma, which describes an abstract situation, and has nothing to do with modular forms. Let Z be a ring of characteristic zero, and assume that 2 and 3 are invertible in this ring. Any differential operator D, which acts on the ring of polynomials in two variables Z [Q, R] , is defined by its action on the generators Q and R:
Consider the generating function
(we assume that D 0 (Q) = Q).
where a dot denotes the differentiation with respect to t.
Proof. We haveẊ
Using induction on m and Leibnitz's rule one shows that
Thus we haveẌ
Since also
the lemma is proved.
Multiply the differential equation in Lemma 1 byẊ and integrate it once. 
with x = X and y =Ẋ/2.
Proof of Theorem 2. The generating function X defined by (4) satisfies the differential equation (8), and coincides with (7). Since the Weierstraß ℘-function, considered as a function on the complex variable z, satisfies the differential equation (5) and the initial conditions (6), the result follows from the uniqueness of the solution.
The degenerate case
Consider the constant terms of the q-expansions of the modular forms D n (Q). To do so pick τ = i∞, and solve Equation (8) with C = 4δ(i∞) = 0. Choose S = 1, which is suitable for this τ . The initial conditions (6) then become X(0) = Q(i∞) = 1 andẊ(0) = 2R(i∞) = 2.
Proposition 1. As τ ∈ i∞, the generating function is given by
Note that the quantities D n (Q)(i∞) = D n (Q)(i∞) clearly never vanish. The following proposition is a standard consequence of the fact that D n (Q)(i∞) = 0 together with the fact that D(∆) = 0.
Proposition 2. Any modular form f with rational Fourier coefficients can be written as a finite rational linear combination
For a modular form f of even integer weight k with rational Fourier coefficients, consider the generating function
Thus for the function X previously introduced (4) we have X = X Q . Proposition 2 now implies that X f is equal to a finite rational linear combination of the derivatives of X with respect to t:
The first claim of Theorem 1 follows from this. Moreover, (11) implies that it is sufficient to prove Theorem 1 for X f = X.
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The generating function X as a function on a formal group
Theorem 2 asserts that X is a function on the elliptic curve (9), and we will now consider it as a function on the corresponding formal group, that is a formal power series in the group parameter. Let E(V, W ) be the formal group of the elliptic curve (9), and let z = −x/y be the parameter at the origin. We refer to [Sil86, ch. IV] for the definitions and construction.
In other words, X is a function on the group.
Proof. Since we do not consider here any lattice other than L, we omit it from the notation and simply write ℘(t) = x and ℘ (t) = 2y for ℘(t, L) and
Substitute u = a and v = t into the addition formula for the Weierstraß ℘-function
and take into the account that ℘ (t) = 6℘(t) 2 to obtain
Proposition 3 follows from this formula.
Since the normalized invariant differential on the formal group E(V, W ) is given by [Sil86, ch. IV]
we can write the normalized invariant differentiation using (10) as
Kummer congruences for functions on formal groups
Let F = F (V, W ) be a formal group defined over the ring Z. We refer to [Hon68, Haz78] for basic definitions. We denote by λ(T ) = n 1 e(n) n T n the logarithmic series for F , and by ε(t) = n 1 a(n) n! t n the exponential series with λ(ε(t)) = t. The normalized invariant differentiation after the substitution T = ε(t) is given by
We pick any power series ϕ ∈ Z [[T ] ]. This is a function on the formal group F . Note that the differential operator D acts on this function. For non-negative integers l define the numbers
It is amusing to remark that as Hurwitz considers the lemniscatic curve, which is attached to the point τ = i, our consideration of the Ramanujan differential operator led us to the elliptic curve attached to the point τ = ρ = exp(πi/3), and these two, i and ρ, are the only elliptic points in the fundamental domain for SL 2 (Z).
